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The Baire Category Theorem

Theorem (Baire Category Theorem)

A complete metric space X cannot be decomposed into a countable
union X =

⋃∞
i=0 Ai of nowhere dense closed sets Ai ⊆ X .

Logical forms of the theorem:

(X) For every sequence (Ai )i∈N of nowhere dense closed sets
Ai ⊆ X there exists a point x ∈ X \

⋃∞
i=0 Ai .

(N) For every sequence (Ai )i∈N of closed sets Ai ⊆ X such that
X =

⋃∞
i=0 Ai , there exists an index i ∈ N such that Ai is

somewhere dense.

Four versions:

X N
− BCT0 BCT1

+ BCT2 BCT3



Positive and Negative Information on Closed Sets

Negative information (-):
I A closed set A is given as complement of the union of a

sequence (Bf (i)) of open rational balls: A = X \
⋃∞

i=0 Bf (i).
I Such A are called co c.e. closed if f is computable.

Positive information (+):
I A closed set A is given by an enumeration of all open rational

balls Bi that intersect it: {i ∈ N : A ∩ Bi 6= ∅}.
I Such A are called c.e. closed if the previously mentioned set is

c.e.
I Equivalently, a set A is c.e. closed if there is a computable

sequence (xi ) that is dense in A.

Four versions:

X N
− BCT0 BCT1

+ BCT2 BCT3



Formalizations of the Baire Category Theorem

Four versions:

X N
− BCT0 BCT1

+ BCT2 BCT3

Let X be a computable complete metric space. We define:

I BCT0 :⊆ A−(X )N ⇒ X , BCT2 :⊆ A+(X )N ⇒ X with

I BCT0(Ai ) := BCT2(Ai ) := X \
⋃∞

i=0 Ai ,
I dom(BCT0) := dom(BCT2) := {(Ai ) : (∀i) A◦i = ∅},

I BCT1 :⊆ A−(X )N ⇒ N, BCT3 :⊆ A+(X )N ⇒ N with

I BCT1(Ai ) := BCT3(Ai ) := {i ∈ N : A◦i 6= ∅} and
I dom(BCT1) := dom(BCT3) := {(Ai ) : X =

⋃∞
i=0 Ai}.



Theorems in Computable Analysis

Possible questions on BCTk of interest in computable analysis:

I Does the theorem map computable inputs to computable
outputs?

I If not, how non-computable can the output on computable
inputs be?

I Does the theorem map computable sequences to computable
sequences?

I If not, how non-computable can the output on computable
sequences be?

I Is the theorem uniformly computable (or at least continuous)?

I If not, how non-computable (or discontinuous) is it in the
uniform sense?

A method to answer all these questions (and others) simultaneously
is a classification of the theorem in the Weihrauch lattice.



Weihrauch Reduction

Let f :⊆ X ⇒ Y and g :⊆ Z ⇒W be multi-valued functions.

I f ≤W g if there are computable H :⊆ X ×W ⇒ Y and
K :⊆ X ⇒ Z such that H(id, gK ) ⊆ f .

I f ≤sW g if there are computable H :⊆W ⇒ Y and
K :⊆ X ⇒ Z such that HgK ⊆ f .



The Weihrauch Lattice

Theorem (B. and Gherardi, Pauly 2009)

Weihrauch reducibility induces a (bounded) lattice with the sum u
as infimum and the coproduct t as supremum and parallelization
and the star operation as closure operators.

I f u g :⊆ X × Z ⇒ Y tW , (f u g)(x , z) := f (x) t g(z).

I f t g :⊆ X t Z ⇒ Y tW , (f t g)(u) :=

{
f (u) if u ∈ X
g(u) if u ∈ Z

.

I f × g :⊆ X × Z ⇒ Y ×W , (f × g)(x , z) := f (x)× g(z).

I f ∗ g := sup{F ◦G : F ≤W f and G ≤W g}, analogously f ∗s g .

I f̂ :⊆ XN ⇒ Y N, f (xi )i := ×∞i=0f (xi ).

I f ′ := f ∗s lim.

I f ≤sW g =⇒ f ′≤sW g ′.



The Choice Operation

I CX :⊆ A−(X )⇒ X ,A 7→ A is called choice of X .

I CX takes as input a description of what does not constitute a
solution and has to find a solution.

I C{0,1}≡sW LLPO is called binary choice.

I CN is called discrete choice.

I C{0,1}N is called compact choice.

I CR is called real choice.

I CLX :⊆ XN ⇒ X is called the cluster point problem of X ,
CLX (xi ) := {x ∈ X : x is a cluster point of (xi )}.

I C′X ≡sW CLX for every computable metric space X
(B., Gherardi, Marcone 2009).



Relations to Reverse Mathematics

I RCA0 roughly corresponds to “non-uniformly computable”
(i.e. computable inputs are mapped to computable outputs).

I The Intermediate Value Theorem is provable over RCA0.
I The Baire Category Theorem BCT0 is provable.
I The Uniform Boundedness Theorem is provable.

I WKL0 roughly corresponds to “non-uniformly weakly
computable” (i.e. our functions below WKL ≡ C{0,1}N).

I For instance the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem from dimension
2 onwards is equivalent to WKL0 over RCA0.

I ACA0 roughly corresponds to “non-uniformly arithmetic” (i.e.
our functions that are reducible to CNN).

I The Bolzano Weierstraß Theorem is equivalent to ACA0.
I The Monotone Boundedness Theorem is equivalent to ACA0.

I RCA+
0 is sufficient to prove BCT2.



The Baire Category Theorem in Mathematics

X N
− BCT0: analysis BCT1: functional analysis
+ BCT2: computability theory BCT3: combinatorics



The Baire Category Theorem BCT0

X N
− BCT0 BCT1

+ BCT2 BCT3



The Baire Category Theorem BCT0

Theorem

BCT0 :⊆ A−(X )N ⇒ X is computable.

Consequences of this theorem in computable analysis are:

I If X is a complete perfect computable metric space, then
there is no computable sequence (xi ) in X that contains all
computable points.

I There is a computable sequence (fi ) of nowhere differentiable
functions fi : [0, 1]→ R that is dense in C[0, 1].

Theorem (Computable Kolmogorov Superposition Theorem)

Every computable function f : [0, 1]n → R can be obtained as a
superposition of computable functions g , gi ,j : [0, 1]→ R, i.e.

f (x1, ..., xn) =
∑2n

q=0 g
(∑n

p=1 gp,q(xp)
)
.



The Baire Category Theorem BCT1

X N
− BCT0 BCT1

+ BCT2 BCT3



The Baire Category Theorem BCT1

Theorem (B., de Brecht and Pauly 2012)

BCT1 :⊆ A−(X )N ⇒ N is complete for the class of functions that
are computable with finitely many mind changes.

Let X be a non-empty complete computable metric space.
Each of the following theorems is Weihrauch equivalent to BCT1

(B. and Gherardi 2011):

I Banach’s Inverse Mapping Theorem for `2.

I The Open Mapping Theorem for `2.

I The Closed Graph Theorem for `2.

I The Uniform Boundedness Theorem.

I Choice on natural numbers CN.

BCT1 is the Baire Category Theorem of functional analysis!



Equivalence of Theorems

In many mathematical texts one can find statements like the
following:

I “In fact, the closed graph theorem, the open mapping
theorem and the bounded inverse theorem are all equivalent”.
(Wikipedia, Closed graph theorem, 23 June 2011)

I “Lemma 8.36. The open mapping theorem, the bounded
inverse theorem, and the closed graph theorem are
equivalent.”
(M. Renardy, R. C. Rogers, An Introduction to Partial Differential Equations, Springer, New York 2004)

The intuitive concept of equivalence used in these cases seems to
be in good correspondence with equivalence in the Weihrauch
lattice.



Characteristic Properties of the Degree of BCT1

Characteristic properties of this degree of BCT1:

I Computable inputs are mapped to computable outputs.

I There are computable sequences of inputs, which are mapped
to output sequences that are Turing equivalent to the halting
problem (but no more complicated ones).

I The parallelization B̂CT1 of BCT1 is limit complete and hence
equivalent to the following theorems:

I The Monotone Convergence Theorem
(B., Gherardi and Marcone 2011).

I The Fréchet-Riesz Theorem for Hilbert Spaces
(B. and Yoshikawa 2008).

I The Radon-Nikodym Theorem
(Hoyrup, Rojas and Weihrauch 2012).

I This degree cannot contribute anything to the computation of
total fractals.



Fractals

Definition (Fractal)

f is called a total fractal if there is a g : NN ⇒ NN such that
g |A≡W f for any non-empty clopen A ⊆ NN.

Hence, total fractals are self-similar in the sense that they compute
themselves in any small neighborhood.

Examples of theorems that are total fractals:

I The Intermediate Value Theorem (B. and Gherardi 2011)

I The Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem (B., Le Roux and Pauly)

I The Hahn-Banach Theorem (Gherardi and Marcone 2009)

I Weak Kőnig’s Lemma.

I Compact Choice C{0,1}N .



Choice Elimination

Theorem (B., Pauly and Le Roux)

Let f , g be multi-valued functions on represented spaces and let f
be a total fractal. Then we obtain f ≤W g ∗ CN =⇒ f ≤W g.

Proof. Use the Baire Category Theorem! �

Theorem (B., de Brecht and Pauly 2012)

Let f be single-valued on computable metric spaces. Then we
obtain f ≤W g × C{0,1}N =⇒ f ≤W g.

Corollary (B. and Gherardi 2011)

The Intermediate Value Theorem is incomparable with the Baire
Category Theorem BCT1.



Positive Information

X N
− BCT0 BCT1

+ BCT2 BCT3

Proposition (B. and Gherardi 2009)

Let X be a computable metric space. The identity
id : A+(X )→ A−(X ) is limit computable.

Corollary (B., Hendtlass and Kreuzer)

I BCT2≤sW BCT′0≡sW BCT0 ∗s lim≡W lim,
i.e. BCT2 is limit computable,

I BCT3≤sW BCT′1≡sW BCT1 ∗s lim≡sW CLN,
i.e. BCT3 is limit computable with finitely many mind
changes.



Non-Perfect Spaces

Proposition (B., Hendtlass and Kreuzer)

Let X be a computable complete metric space, which is not
perfect. Then BCT2≡sW id{0} and BCT3≡sW idN.
In particular, BCT2 and BCT3 are computable.

Proof. A non-perfect space has an isolated point x ∈ X , which is
always computable.

This point cannot appear in any nowhere dense closed set and
hence it is always a computable solution for BCT2.

Whether this point appears in some closed set given by positive
information can be recognized. Hence one can find such a set and
computable BCT3. �

Corollary (Dichotomy)

X is non-perfect if and only if BCT3 is computable. Otherwise,
BCT3≡sW BCT′1≡sW CLN.



The Baire Category Theorem BCT2

X N
− BCT0 BCT1

+ BCT2 BCT3

We look at the case X = NN.



Limit Computability with Generic Values

I We consider the Turing jump operator J : NN → NN.

I A point p ∈ NN is 1–generic if and only if it is a point of
continuity of J.

I limJ :⊆ NN → NN denotes the limit operation restricted to
sequences that converge with respect to the jump topology.

I A point p ∈ NN has been called limit computable in the jump,
if there is a computable q ∈ NN such that p = limJ(q).

I Every 1-generic limit computable p ∈ NN is limit computable
in the jump (B., de Brecht and Pauly 2012).

Proposition (B., Hendtlass and Kreuzer)

Let f be a multi-valued function on represented spaces that has
some limit computable realizer whose range only contains
1–generic points. Then f ≤sW limJ <W lim.



Genericity of the Baire Category Theorem BCT2

Proposition (B., Hendtlass and Kreuzer)

Let X = NN be Baire space. Then BCT2 admits a limit
computable realizer that only has 1–generic points in its range.

Proof. Given sequence (Ai ) in A+(NN) of closed nowhere dense
sets Ai ⊆ NN we need to find a point x ∈ NN \

⋃∞
i=0(Ai ). A limit

machine that only computes a 1–generic result x can be
constructed by the finite extension method with two requirements:

I One requirement ensures that x is 1-generic,

I one requirement ensures that x ∈ BCT2(Ai ).

�

Corollary

BCT2≤sW limJ <W lim for Baire space X = NN.



BCT2 in Computability Theory

Definition (Non-reducibility problem)

The non-reducibility problem is NON : NN ⇒ NN with

NON(p) := {q ∈ NN : q 6≤Tp}.

Definition (Hyperimmunity problem)

The hyperimmunity problem is HYP : NN ⇒ NN with

HYP(p) := {q ∈ NN : (∀r ≤T p)(∃∞n) r(n) < q(n)}.

Proposition (B., Hendtlass and Kreuzer)

NON≤sW HYP≤sW BCT2≤sW limJ .



Characteristic Properties of the Degree of BCT2

Characteristic properties of this degree of BCT2:

I Computable inputs are mapped to outputs that are limit
computable in the jump.

I The same is true sequentially, i.e. B̂CT2≡sW BCT2.

I BCT2≤sW limJ≤sW L, i.e. BCT2 is low and the same holds
for strong compositional products of BCT2 with itself.

I The degree is discontinuous.

I The degree is not a cylinder, i.e. strong reducibility to it is not
equivalent to ordinary reducibility.

I The degree is indiscriminative, i.e. it cannot even be used to
make binary choices.



Discriminative Degrees

Definition

f is called discriminative if C{0,1}≤W f .

Definition

Let f :⊆ X ⇒ Y be a multi-valued map on represented spaces
(X , δX ) and (Y , δY ). Then f is called densely realized, if
{F (p) : F ` f } is dense in dom(δY ) for all p ∈ dom(f δX ).

Proposition (B., Hendtlass and Kreuzer)

Let f be a multi-valued function on represented spaces that is
densely realized. Then f is indiscriminative. Moreover, f does not
strongly bound any cylinder and is not a cylinder itself.

Corollary

BCT2 is indiscriminative.



Theorems on Turing Degrees are Indiscriminative

I If Turing degrees are represented by their members, then the
induced topology on the set of degrees is indiscrete.

I Every ∀-∃ theorem that claims the existence of a Turing
degree is indiscriminative.

I Large non-constructive parts of computability theory cannot
imply any non-constructive result from classical mathematics
in the Weihrauch lattice since they do not even compute
binary choice.

I An exception is, for instance, the Low Basis Theorem LBT.

I All non-constructive theorems of analysis that have been
classified so far compute binary choice.



The Baire Category Theorem in the Weihrauch Lattice

BCT0

C{0,1}

WKL ≡ C{0,1}N

LBT CR

CLR

L

BWTR

lim≡W J

BCT1 ≡ CN

BCT3 ≡ CLN

BCT2

HYP

NON

LPO

l
l

l
limJ



Open Problems

I Study computability theory in the Weihrauch lattice.

I Separate the 2-dimensional and the 3-dimensional case of the
Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem in the Weihrauch lattice!

I Find a way to express “for almost all” theorems in (a variant
of) the Weihrauch lattice such that the type of randomness is
preserved.

I Understand the exact relation to more logical approaches: in
which way can the Weihrauch lattice be seen as a way to do
reverse mathematics with linear logic?
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